OPEN TO ALL MAJORS AND USC SCHOOLS
3 UNITS TAUGHT BY PROFESSOR STEPHEN LU
THURSDAYS: 8-10AM OR 7-9PM (PDT)

A global class using the classroom-without-border platform and learning-from-diversity pedagogy to study the dynamic lifecycle of technology innovation in competitive global market with classmates from multiple universities around the world.
READY TO BUILD YOUR GLOBAL COMPETENCE AND NETWORK WITHOUT LEAVING CAMPUS?

Students will learn how to leverage cultural diversity to inspire innovation through borderless peer-learning, team projects, and cross-cultural exercises. Some students may also have the opportunity to join an optional overseas campus visit at the end of the semester with an additional cost through a separate application and selection process.

iPODIA UNIVERSITY ALLIANCE

Birla Institute of Technology & Science, Pilani | India
Korea Advance Institute of Science and Tech | South Korea
National Autonomous University of Mexico | Mexico
National Taiwan University | Taiwan
Peking University | China
Qatar University | Qatar
RWTH Aachen University | Germany
Shanghai Jiao Tong University | China
Technion Israel Institute of Technology | Israel
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul | Brazil
University of New South Wales, Sydney | Australia
University of Patras | Greece
Universidade de Sao Paulo | Brazil Florida
A&M University (Fall 2020) | USA